Doers of the Word Bible Fellowship
Title of message: CORN
Holy Bible Scripture: 1 Corinthians 5:7Amplified Bible (AMP)
Purge (clean out) the old leaven that you may be fresh (new) dough, still
uncontaminated [as you are], for Christ, our Passover [Lamb], has been sacrificed.
Date: December 02, 2014
Location: Florida
By: piercegrace
There is a hard layer of skin, which forms upon the feet and toes call corns.
WebMD (2014) mentions “Corns generally occur on the tops and sides of the toes. A hard corn is a small patch
of thickened, dead skin with a packed center” (para. 2). These corns sometimes hurt due to the pressures of
wearing poor fitting shoes. Occasionally the corns form onto the feet because of the unbalanced walking or
additional unhealthy body weight. The Heavenly Father Almighty Creator and King of the universe blessed me
with this Biblical teaching message from my personal experience with having corns on my toes.
The first time I started getting corns on my toes was several years ago after working in a warehouse
standing for 11 hours a day in poor fitting shoes. Employed by a temporary agency, I was new to warehouse
work and was not familiar to those working conditions. I imagine the employment agency thought it was not
important for me to know about wearing the proper shoes working at a warehouse. After all, many people
would not complete the assignment because it was a three day job, working 12 hour shifts, on the weekends
from 4:30 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. I woke up daily at 2:30 a.m. to get ready for work, and drive about 40 minutes to
arrive at work at 4:30 a.m. I had many jobs over the years, and I must tell you warehouse work of standing is
one of the hardest jobs I ever had so far in my life. I learned to appreciate all individuals who perform
warehouse work because the people doing this type of work are undervalued. During this period of standing for
11 hours in the warehouse, we stood on hard cement surface floors. Thinking my tennis athletic shoes would
suffice, I would wear them to work. By the end of the working shift my feet and legs were sore, and I went to
bed with tight and sore legs and feet which caused my feet to swell. Some people have limited income and
cannot take time off to see a doctor because needing to continue working for family obligations. I had to work
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because of needing to sustain myself for livelihood. After completing the job
assignment, years later I begin to get corns on my toes, which brings me to the purpose of this Biblical message.
This particular type of corn removal on my toes had different results. What the Holy Spirit of the
Almighty King of Glory shown me was each layer of skin forming the corn on my toe represents a person’s
layer of sinning. The layers of many years of sinning continue to develop in a person a hard heart of sinning. A
person would need to keep watch over the foot or toe to prevent a corn developing. Also, the person would need
to keep watch or guard the heart to prevent any layers of sin forming in their heart. After using over the counter
corn removal, I got out of the shower and used a foot file to remove the corn from my toe. The foot-file
represents the Holy Spirit removes the corrosion of dead skin from our heart. Some people have deep hidden
sins in their heart and it takes the King of Glory Almighty to use His “file” to remove the layer of sin. As I used
the foot file while soaking my feet in the water, the layers of the corn were coming off.
I must say it was not a pleasant experience, and removing the corns with a file was painful. When the Most
High removes the layers of sin away from our heart, it is at first, painful and uncomfortable. Because we hold
onto the pleasures of sinning, we did not know we were transgressing against the King of Glory Yahweh
Elohim Almighty. The Almighty King of Glory Yahweh Elohim uses the Holy Spirit to painfully get rid of
many years of hidden sins in our heart as He transforms us to become in His image. Although it may not look or
feel like it at the time of this painful sinful “operation”, the Holy Spirit is showing us the love of the Heavenly
Father through the correction.
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The hard layers of sinning develop our hearts to produce deep hidden fears,
anxieties, and unhealthy emotions. Some people are spiritually blinded by the many layers of sin and becomes
comfortable in performing that sin. The spiritual blinded person through deep hidden layers of sin is shielded
from seeing the goodness of the King of Glory Almighty Creator Yahweh Elohim. The love of the Heavenly
Father, we could say “tough love”, continues to file away and remove our sin layers to transform us to become
more like His Son, which is more like Him. As each layer of deep hidden sin is removed from our heart, the
Light of His correction is drawing us nearer to Him. The removing of deep hidden hard layers of sin from our
heart is a painful progression. However, through the removal process, we prayerfully regenerate a genuine
Spiritual connection of fellowship, relationship with the King of Glory Almighty Creator Yahweh Elohim. I got
down to the base of the corn on my toe, and was glad to see and feel the hard layers gone. The oldest layers of
sin are gone to become replaced by the Spiritual Gifts (1 Corinthians 12:4-11) and Fruit of the Spirit (Galatians
5:22-23). The process of removing the sin layers of our heart and replacing with Spiritual Gifts and Fruit of the
Spirit may take several weeks, months, or years. We seek the LORD of HOSTS for His battle-winning ways of
developing in us the Holy Spirit to fight against practicing sinful mannerisms. We prayerfully and humbly ask
the King of Glory Almighty to help us through the long journey of removing the layers of deep hard hidden sins
of our heart.
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